
A  Stone for Kaitlin synopsis 

 

     Mike Doheney was like everybody else on Staten Island, well almost. He used to be an 

intelligence officer for the US Air Force, and then an operative for the CIA in Europe. He left 

Government service to return home to the Island to take care of his sister’s two kids; she was 

dying of terminal cancer. Her useless husband disappeared years before, no big loss. Doheney 

helped her out wherever he could. Now it was time to step up to the plate full time. It was not 

necessarily his dream of a lifetime to return to the Island and open a private security and 

investigations firm, but it was a good life and he really loved the kids. Everything had been fine 

for years, until one day Bart Finnerty, of the Staten Island detectives bureau came to his office 

to notify him that Kaitlin, his adopted daughter, and been raped and murdered ; dumped in an 

industrial area in Port Richmond. Finnerty, Mr. Personality, wanted Doheney to go to the 

morgue and identify the body of this beautiful girl, the prom queen and honors student who 

never hurt anybody in her entire life. 

     Doheney knew that Staten Island is the dumping grounds of the NYPD, the place where you 

put the worst performers until such time as they die, retire, or screw up enough to get dumped. 

The elephant’s graveyard. Finnerty was the leader of the band, and Doheney resolved to find 

the bastard who raped and killed Kaitlin  on his own and get rid of him. Doheney dispatched 

many enemies of the State for Uncle Sam; he saw no reason why he should not do this one for 

his little girl. He enlisted the help of his playboy cousin, Kevin Fishbein , the black sheep son of 

his mother’s Irish Catholic sister and a pretty successful Jewish pawn broker in New York City. 

Kevin was a good looking guy with plenty of cash and changed women like most guys change 



their shirts, but he loved Kaitlin almost as much as Doheney, was quick on the uptake and 

dependable as the day is long. If you were to be stuck in a foxhole with somebody, Kevin was 

the guy you wanted. 

      Doheney searched out every piece of evidence that he could find, no matter how small. He 

enlisted the hidden help of the medical examiner, the office of the District Attorney, the funeral 

director and a college professor, an expert in deviant sexual behavior. It didn’t take him too 

long to figure out who the killer was, but it took a while to get rid of him; he had to wait for the 

headlines to settle down and the case to go a little bit cold. With Kevin’s help, he apprehended 

the miscreant, and “convinced” him to confess.  It turns out it was not his first offense, and 

there was little to convict him in a court of law, but Doheney had his own rules. He dropped 

him alive in the furthest part of Raritan Bay, and watched him drown. No one was the wiser. it 

was a job well done. Nobody else’s little girl was going to be raped and murdered, at least not 

by this guy. 

EINAR, Prince of Thieves 

Synopsis/Outline 

 

 

Einar Thorson is leading his flotilla of Dragon ships home to Holgar after a successful raid. All 

Einar’s raids are successful. That’s why the Norse call him the Prince of Thieves; the Norse are not 

prone to exaggeration. Einar is the son of Knute, former Thane of Holgar; something like a Duke or 

a Count. He was killed in an attack of the Wendol when Einar was a mere stripling. Einar should 

have become Thane, but things don’t always go according to plan Instead, Einar became a raider, 



the very best that the Norse had ever known. He was fearless in battle and his enchanted sword 

Elwyn made him invincible. He was ultimately fair with his men. The bards all over Northern Europe 

sang his praises. 

Einar was not acting right on the return journey, and Rothgar, his captain, second in 

command, first cousin and lifelong friend finally pulled it out of him what was wrong. The current 

Thane, Stig, was Einar’s uncle. He had usurped Einar’s hereditary position on the death of Knute. 

Stig originally sent Einar on the raids, in the hope that he would be killed in battle. It violated the 

laws of Odin to kill him or have him killed. Instead, Einar flourished as a leader, and the warriors 

revered him almost as much as Odin, the Norse God of War. Stig had been charging Einar far more 

tribute than any other Norse in an effort to drive him out. Einar decided that he wasn’t going to pay 

Stig any more. Rothgar talked to the warriors, who all decided to stand with Einar, no matter what. 

Einar tossed a rawhide pouch to Stig, telling him that was all the tribute that he was going 

to pay, ever. An argument erupted, and one of Stig’s guards, Jrold, attacked Einar. Einar killed him 

in one swipe, decapitating him. Stig invoked the Norse code and banished him. All Einar’s raiders 

decided to follow him into exile. The same Norse code allowed Einar time to take care of his affairs 

before leaving. Einar sent Rothgar and Joachim the trader on a mission to other Norse communities 

up the fjord to buy whatever supplies that they could. Whatever they could not buy or trade from 

the Norse, they would steal from anybody else. It didn’t make any difference who- the Celts, the 

Picts, the Angles, the Saxons, whoever. In addition to supplies, Rothgar returned with more ships, 

livestock, foodstuffs, grain and other Norse volunteers anxious to start a new colony and enrich 

themselves. What could be better than to follow the legendary Einar into new adventures? 



Einar set sail from Holgar headed into banishment. Under the laws of Odin, Rothgar and the 

other raiders could follow him into banishment, but were not prevented from returning to Holgar 

for any reason. The flotilla sailed out of the fjord into the open Atlantic. They would beach the 

flotilla at night for safety, giving Einar time to mark his bearings. He hadn’t been to his proposed 

destination in years, having been blown off course there when he was a young raider. 

The flotilla made landfall at Einar’s proposed colony site in a protected gulf along the North 

Sea to the east of the Shetlands, to a place called Orkneyjar. Einar established a beach head on the 

tip of northern Scotland and called the place Orkney. The Vikings set about building a permanent 

town out of local stone, an entirely new development for the Norse. Land is cleared for farming; 

piers are built for fishing and commerce. As the town progresses, ships are sent back to Holgar for 

more workers. The work continues, with homes, shops and farm buildings being erected.  

When the settlement is livable, Einar leads an expedition back to Holgar for the wives and 

children, and any one else who wants to settle in Orkney or the surrounding islands of Orkneyjar. 

He had already freed the serfs and thrall who were working on the settlement, and the promise of 

freedom attracted many more. Under Odin’s law, Einar could not set foot in Holgar, but he could 

sail the ship and remain aboard awaiting the passengers. He had been separated form his wife Bjor 

and the children long enough. He was commanding the lead Dragon ship back home.    

As they approached Holgar, Einar could see the heavy columns of smoke. The village was 

under attack. Bjor and the children were in danger. Einar beached the ships and jumped to the 

shore. He found out that the village was attacked by the Wendol, the same subhuman beasts that 

murdered his father years before. Again Stig did nothing to protect the people. The Wendol killed 



any men that resisted, and stole the women, carrying them off back to their lair. Einar did quick 

damage control. He rounded up as many Norse horses as he could and took his best warriors with 

him in hot pursuit of the Wendol. Norse horses are beasts of burden, and slower than Saxon 

horses, but they never tire. The Wendol were not hard to follow. They always carried their dead 

and wounded with them. The Wendol stunk horribly, and the scent of their presence lasted for 

hours.  A blind man could track them. 

Einar, Rothgar, Nils, Torlief, Halfdan and others took off on horseback chasing the Wendol 

for days, all the way back to their lair. As they came upon the stragglers, they cut them down, and 

set their stinking bodies afire .This leaves a trail for the warriors following on foot, and also keeps 

the wolves away. They tracked and killed the Wendol for days. Their blood stinks worse than their 

bodies. The raiders were relentless, and as they killed the captors, they sent the women back down 

the trail to meet with the following Norse. 

Einar and the band chase the Wendol all the way to their lair, which is well defended. The 

entrance was a low hole, and enemy entering would have his head split open. Einar split the band 

and took half to scale the steep rock face to enter from the small escape portal on the reverse side. 

As they entered, they found all kinds of gold and jewels, plunder that was of little value to the sub 

human Wendol. It became obvious to Einar why they stole the women. They were cannibalistic, 

and ate the women, tossing their bones along the path of the escape hatch. 

Einar resolved to exterminate the Wendol from the face of the earth; the males, the females, 

the children, the unborn, all of them. As Einar, Rothgar, and their group attacked from the rear, 

Halfdan and his group attacked through the front entrance. The blood was everywhere. The stench 



was incredible, but all the raiders came through it unscathed. Bjor was alive and reasonably well. 

So were the other women. The raiders set all the carcasses afire before leaving. Einar and the 

raiders took the women back down the trail hoping to catch up with the other captives that were 

headed back to Holgar .After a day and a night on the trail they met up with the other raiders and 

the survivors. All of them returned to Holgar, and Einar got anybody who wanted to leave aboard 

the Dragon ships and the merchant Knars. Stig was powerless to do anything about it, as he 

watched the residents of Holgar leave with their worldly possessions and anything that they could 

carry aboard. Stig was left with the old, the injured, the infirm and those who lacked the courage to 

leave.  He was Thane over a town that was every bit as burned out is its remaining citizens. 

Somewhere Odin was smiling once again on Einar. The flotilla of ships returned to Orkney, and 

everybody was unloaded, with their possessions and livestock. Raiders, artisans, merchants all led 

their families to their new homes. There was still much work to be done, but the Norse know that 

life is never easy, and if it is, that something must have been overlooked. Einar took Bjor and the 

boys to see his new lodge, the largest in Orkney, and occupying a prominent position.  Bjor loved 

the new lodge and the new homeland. It was beautiful. Einar had done an outstanding job of 

leading his people. Bjor asked him if he could stop his raiding now, and remain here in Orkney, 

leading his people into prosperity. The raiders had elected him to be the Thane of Orkney and the 

Jarl of Orkneyjar. 

Einar said that he would consider it, but in the end, he would have to follow whatever plan 

Odin put in his path. Be happy with what we have and see what tomorrow brings.  

 

 



Harlequin Murders Synopsis 

 

 

Sir Hamish Andrew <Drew> MacKendzie is an American citizen with dual citizenship in 

the UK, an aristocratic title, and hereditary estates in Wales. He’s an honors graduate of Yale, 

and formerly an officer in US Air Force Intelligence., an FBI and CIA agent.  He speaks six 

European languages well, and several others. He calls himself a business man; owner of a boat 

yard and sport skiff manufacturer in Pompano Beach, Florida, and an insurance investigations 

firm. His antique steel whaling vessel, The Black Dragon, is retrofitted and available for charter, 

salvage and miscellaneous adventures. MacKendzie has no faith in law enforcement; he 

operates covertly as an enforcer and a high grade thief. If you lost property by theft or 

deception, then MacKendzie is your man. He will take on “special assignments” for a substantial 

fee. He uses the crew of the Black Dragon for covert support services.    

MacKendzie and his old friend Lancelot Wolff, an aging rock star, are night fishing under 

a bridge, when they observe Rainey Puchalski, a foxy bar tender , thrown into the Intercoastal 

Waterway to drown. She witnessed a mob murder, was thrown in a car trunk and tossed off the 

bridge with a cement block attached to her ankles. MacKendzie raises her to the surface, 

resuscitates her and takes her to the Black Dragon for sanctuary and to recover from her 

trauma. She is under the protection of the formidable crew, many of whom are wanted 

somewhere for something or other. Wolff arbitrarily refrains from speaking ever since 

becoming the sole survivor of the wreck of a light aircraft. Thor <Pappy> Stensruud, an old 

Dane, is the best friend of MacKendzie’s deceased father. Steve Runninghorse is a Mohawk 



Indian, former Army Ranger sniper and CIA assassin. Horst Grunwald is a former East German 

STASI agent <KGB> whom MacKendzie liberated before the wall came down. Ludivico Panzera 

works in food service; he is wanted by the mob in Naples.. There are several Northern Irish, 

Protestants and Catholics, Royalists and Republicans alike, who can’t go home due to offenses 

committed during “the troubles”. They are all brothers in arms, helping MacKendzie with their 

unique deadly skills.  

MacKendzie returns to his investigations office on routine matters and is accosted by 

Joseph Dunlevy. MacKendzie, mistaking Dunlevy for an agent of arch enemy Enos Mulcahy, 

subdues him. MacKendzie put  Mulcahy in Raeford penitentiary and Mulcahy has sworn to kill 

MacKendzie, one way or another. MacKendzie  removes Dunlevy to the Black Dragon for 

intense interrogation. Dunlevy’s daughter Julia was murdered in Fort Lauderdale; the police 

wrote the incident off as a drug related death and closed the case. Dunlevy retains MacKendzie 

to investigate the death of his daughter Julie, find the murderer and clear her name. Dunlevy 

swears Julie was not involved in either drugs or prostitution as alleged. MacKendzie discovers it 

was a serial killing and nails the murderer. Steve Runninghorse decides to hunt down and kill 

Rainey Puchalski’s attackers, using a small caliber sniper rifle.   

 

 

 

 

Hi- Infidelity – synopsis 



 

Zack Savage is a mid range mystery writer who lives in an upscale community in New 

Jersey. He was never nominated for a prize like the Edgar, and never expected to be a New York 

Times best seller. His life is pretty normal, until he happens upon the murder of Theresa 

Caponetti, the wife of his friend and neighbor Marco Caponetti. Zack also never imagined that 

he would discover a murder, much less know the victim, the family, or the neighborhood. But it 

happened one day anyway. 

 

Zack is on a friendly basis with the small town police; he visits the station regularly when 

researching a crime story. The Chief, Rusty Blaine is his best friend; they play poker regularly. 

Zack is fascinated by Theresa’s murder, a gruesome, sexually motivated death, and he just can’t 

let go of it. The scene is right across the street from his house ; it is always there, when he goes 

for the mail, puts out the trash, or looks out the window. He is like Rottweiler with a bone. He 

uses his relationships with the police and with the town to inject himself into the heart of the 

investigation  

 

The case presents no clues, and Zack elbows his way in, stumbling from one thing to the 

next, looking for ways to prove that his buddy Marco Caponetti , the husband and  normal 

primary suspect is innocent by using all his research tools to find the guilty party.He can poke 

his nose in anywhere without worrying about little details like probable cause, Miranda 

warnings or search warrants.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

No Good Deed    synopsis 

 

Jefferson Bozeman is a veteran of the Civil War, Union Army, having once attained the 

rank of Sergeant. He became a bounty hunter. He is noticeable because he is one eighth Negro, 

an octoroon. He also carries a monstrosity of an Ithaca sawed off 8 gage coach gun which he 

affectionately calls “the equalizer” in addition to his outmoded Civil War revolver. He was in St 

Joe, Mississippi after a bounty who was killed earlier, so he took off after another one Lazy Eye 

Bill Biggs. He chases Biggs to find out that Biggs,  his quarry, was arrested by his former 

commanding officer and mentor, Colonel Rance Phillips, now a US Marshall who about to retire 

and start a new life in Montana with his brother AJ. Bozeman decides that bounty hunting is 

unpredictable at best and will sooner or later get him killed, so he decides to find Phillips and 

see if they can forge a new life together. He travels the same path across the south west. In his 

travels, he acquires an on again- off again companion, a mulatto named Julius Caesar Simpson. 

Former US Marshall, Colonel Rance Phillips arrives in Oxbow Montana to discover that 

his brother AJ (Absalom Josiah) has been murdered and two drifters took over his brother’s 

house. He starts to dig into his brother’s murder, resulting in a gunfight that brings about the 

death of the drifters. Then Bozeman arrives in Oxbow; and he assumes the cover of running the 

almost defunct Oxbow Supply Company. The two men keep their relationship secret while 

investigating the plot to kill AJ. One day they find a Chinese woman Su-Fen Lieu, beaten to 

within an inch of her life, and Bozeman decides to become her benefactor, over Phillips mild 

objection. 



It turns out that the deceased brother AJ had several interests, including huge land deals 

and several silver and gold claims, abandoned when the prospectors went to the Dakotas. 

Either of these things might have gotten him killed. As they investigate the facts of the case, 

they are set upon several times, and the bodies pile up in the Oxbow Cemetery. Since there is 

no undertaker, they usually bury the dead themselves. In the end, it is obvious that the Oxbow 

sheriff, Nelson Wilson is a leader in the attempt to steal AJ’s wealth, probably fronting for a big 

rancher from the Montana line, Archie Boswell, who employs hired guns Lance Delahaye and 

Alonzo McQuade and their gang of thugs as enforcers.  

In the end, Phillips and Bozeman, with two accomplices and a couple of friends including 

Lew Preschel who runs the local saloon and brothel, face off with Wilson, Delahaye and 

McQuade and a dozen gunmen in a huge gun battle. The entire gang of thugs winds up in the 

cemetery, and Preschel decides that Phillips should be Mayor, and Bozeman sheriff, with an eye 

on higher offices when Montana no longer is a territory and becomes a state.  

Out of the Blue   Synopsis 

 

     Trace Dolan is the head groundskeeper at Woodstock Golf Course < members only>; 

it’s not a great job but it pays the bills. Trace has a couple of problems. He is divorced, a second 

generation alcoholic and compulsive gambler. He has the drinking under control ever since he 

lost his drivers license for DWI. He plays the nags regularly, flats, never trotters, and loses 

consistently. He picks up and resells lost golf balls to pay for his gambling habit. One day he sits 

under a hawthorn tree on the golf course to eat his lunch and have a Bushmills and beer and 

promptly falls asleep. A summer storm whips in and back out, but strikes the hawthorn in the 



process. The lightning bolt goes through the tree, into the ground and up his ass, frying his IPOD 

on the way.  

Trace wakes up and notices that things look kind of funky, but he doesn’t know that he 

was struck by lightning, just that his IPOD is shot. The air smells funny. But now a funny thing 

happens whenever he looks at a scratch sheet; the winners jump off the page at him and 

Aerosmith’s Dream On plays louder and louder in the back of his head until he gets his bet 

down. The quirk is that he only sees the winners before post time on the day of the race in a 

very narrow window of time. He can’t see it until after today’s races are over and it lasts only 

until post time the day of the race. Dream On refuses to let him play any other bets. 

Another unusual thing happens; Trace has always been a loser at love, and he meets up 

with Trish, a waitress in a Woodstock cafe, and they really hit it off. Now Trace finds himself 

dealing with a winning situation with the nags, and a promising love life. It’s a lot to deal with 

for a fairly simple guy who mostly spends his time riding around on a humongous lawn mower 

day dreaming. 

It doesn’t take long for Trace’s bookie, Rocco Pannucci catches on that the perennial 

loser has a system for nailing the big bucks long shots, and Rocco wants to what the secret is. If 

Rocco had the system, he could make a killing on the illegal betting racket. Rocco is more than 

just bookie; his uncle Antonio runs the rackets in Ulster County. Rocco puts more and more 

pressure on Trace. 

Trace knows down deep that sooner or later he is going to have to get out of there 

pretty quickly. He can work the long shots into a lot of money, but he sure can’t go through 



Rocco, and he really can’t go to the OTB either. There are too many people there who could 

spot him, so Trace and Trish work out a scenario for placing the bets directly at the metro area 

race tracks, filling out the forms, taking the 1099 forms and setting up a bank account to pay 

the accrued taxes. Trace comes up with a scheme to wire transfer the remainder to a 

numbered account in Edinburgh, Scotland. He enlists his buddy Randy Soames, and Randy’s 

sister Lois van der Borgen, a local bank manager, to help him maneuver the funds.      

Two new problems develop. Trace’s father is near death from Cirrhosis of the liver and 

Trace has to make final arrangements for him, and the winnings are becoming more addictive 

that the horses were originally. Trish keeps trying to convince him that he has more than 

enough cash to take off, but Trace can smell millions in the wind. Here he is with secret 

dealings, numbered accounts, a lawyer to handle his tax situation and his father’s estate. Trace 

feels like James Bond, not a simple groundskeeper. Trace works the area racetracks, but he gets 

spotted by one of Uncle Antonio’s leg breakers. Now the problem is to rack up the money while 

avoiding both Rocco and the leg breakers, so he steps up the bets. Trace goes overboard and 

hits the pick six, a real big deal, and it makes the newspapers. The heat is really on now. 

One jump in front of the mob, Trace buries his father, arranges with his lawyer to take 

care of his house in Willow. Rocco shows up at the golf course with a gun, and Trace hits him in 

the head, killing him. Now Trace has bumped off the nephew of the mob boss, and he has to 

dump the body, dump Rocco’s car and get out of Woodstock real fast. He weighs down Rocco 

and drops him in the Roundout Creek where it joins the mighty Hudson. He grabs Trish while 

Randy takes them to the airport bound for Fort Lauderdale as an interim destination. He buries 



some of his past before heading for Edinburgh to visit his money. In the end, Trace buys an 

inconspicuous cottage in Edinburgh, a little English car and finds out that the British bet on all 

kinds of things, not just horses, and that Aerosmith’s Dream On works on other wagers than 

just horse races. Now Trace is a millionaire with a unique gift in a different country and has to 

learn a new set of ground rules. The good news is that he has Trish keeps him on the straight 

and narrow.   He can play golf instead of cutting the grass and picking up lost balls. 

 

Ragnar the Conqueror Synopsis 

When Ragnar Thorson was a young boy, about 5 solars, things went bad in his young 

life. Previously his grandfather Knute was killed in a fierce battle with the subhuman Wendol, 

and was carried by the Valkyries to Valhalla. His father EINAR was too young to ascend to the 

leadership of Holgar as Thane, and his cowardly uncle Stig usurped his birthright and sent Einar 

with the raiders in the hopes that he would be killed. Instead EINAR became famous 

throughout the known world. Stig had been taking too much in tribute from Einar and when a 

dispute arose, one of Stig’s entourage attacked EINAR and Stig banished him .Now the youth 

had no royal family, no grand father, a father banished under threat of death upon return and a 

older brother who was not very motivated who stood to inherit whatever was left of the 

shambles. 

Ragnar always felt that it was his destiny to become every bit as loved and respected as 

his father and his grandfather before him, and he always focused his life toward rebuilding his 

family’s good name and fortune. It became a driving force. His father started a new colony in 



Orkneyjar and became the ruler again. Thane of Orkney then became Jarl of all the surrounding 

territories. The Norse from all over the known world wanted to come join Einar’s realm, which 

bothered his father, in that he thought that the land would not support that many Norse. He 

did not want to turn them away and did not want to welcome them either. Hospitality among 

and between the Norse was legendary.  This dilemma added pressure to Ragnar to leave the 

security of Orkneyjar and create his own dominion, which bothered his father substantially. To 

Ragnar, it was simple; just expand your field of influence, there is no need to turn anybody 

away. Einar loved his children, all of them the boys and the girls equally and wanted no harm to 

befall them. His entire life was about the safety and security of his family, having survived the 

attack of the subhuman Wendol and the many raids to benefit Stig. Having been in innumerable 

battles, he was afraid that his son Ragnar did not have the same protection of the God Thor, 

because Odin smiled on Einar. 

As much as Einar tried to convince his son that he was well off in Orkney and not to 

concern himself, the lad would not be dissuaded. Therefore Einar included the younger son in 

many leadership roles that would ordinarily fall to the older son, Knute, who only had slight 

interest. Ragnar became a fixture at all the legal gatherings and meetings of the various groups 

of Norse, and became recognized as a savvy political leader, despite his young age. Much older 

and experienced Norse deferred to the lad at the gatherings of the Allthing. While still a 

stripling, Ragnar built several dragonships, langskaps, as raiders and merchantmen. He 

gathered a formidable group of young Vikings and moved to an outlying island, which his father 

had given him in the hopes that it would quell Ragnar’s passion for leadership.  



Instead it had the opposite effect, and Ragnar acquired a substantial force of warriors 

from all over the land of the Norse all under his allegiance. He had Danes and Swedes, Finns, all 

young ands strong who would follow him into certain death if necessary. All his followers all 

had a hatred of the Saxons, and when Ragnar decided to attack the Saxon outpost in Jorvik; 

they were all delit3ed to join in the fray. Ragnar conquered the Saxon settlement, claimed it for 

himself, and joined his father in alliance with Orkneyjar. He married his long term girl friend Sif, 

the prettiest girl among the Norse, and started to raise a family, to the delight of his father who 

never expected to live long enough to have an extended family. The freemen of Jorvik 

appointed Ragnar to the same royal station as his father, now Jarl of Jorvik, no longer thane  

As Jorvik grows, Ragnar can begin to see his father’s point. Maybe the famous warrior 

with the enchanted sword and the protection of the Gods wasn’t so crazy after all. 

 

In development, Nils the colonist. Expected in early 2016. 

 

The Black Knight Rises, synopsis 

     Theo Knight spent years on death row at Florida State Penitentiary for a murder that he did 

not commit; actually his brother did it. They were a year apart, practically identical. They were 

both prominent members of the Grove Lords, an incredibly violent gang in Miami Florida, active 

in Coconut Grove and other areas If it was illegal, the Grove Lords did it, none of them were 

choir boys, and the Knight brothers were notorious. The government was almost right, except 



that Theodopholis Knight didn't do it, his brother Tatum did, and Tatum had a mean streak a 

mile wide. Theo sat in solitary for years, with a single exercise period per day, rain or shine, and 

he continuously maintained his innocence. It is not easy living your life in a 6 by 10 coop not 

much bigger than a closet. It drives many men insane. Theo read everything he could get his 

hands on, including Florida law books. Things were very bleak for Theo, until Jack Swyteck, 

criminal defense lawyer and son of the sitting Governor took up his cause under the Freedom 

Project, a non- profit dedicated to clearing wrongfully convicted prisoners.. It was Swyteck who 

discovered the slight difference in the DNA between Theo and his brother Tatum. Eventually 

Swyteck got Theo released from death row and cleared of the murder one charge. 

Unfortunately, not all happens with a stroke of a pen. Tatum could not be prosecuted , because 

he was a contract killer who was shot dead in a raging battle with the police. Street justice. 

Over the years in prison, Jack and Theo became best friends, and Jack often helped him to re 

integrate himself into society and become a person of respect in the community It helps to 

have a notable defense lawyer and the son of the former Governor of Florida vouch for you. A 

lot. 

     Theo bought a bar in Miami near Overtown <O-town> where he grew up , and then he 

bought a derelict nightclub nearby and renovated it as a place for his aging Uncle Cyrus, aka Cy . 

Both places became popular, and various locals used to come in to see Theo when they had a 

problem. Theo was known as a tough guy who could help people out of tight situations. He 

would often confer with his best friend Swyteck to see the best course of action. Swyteck once 

asked him "What are you , the Dark Knight or what? How is this your business?" Theo objected 

"The Dark Knight be BATMAN. I ain't got no wings or utility belt I am just a thug." Regardless the 



title stuck. Theo's love interest, Trina , a bronze skinned Cuban American  lives with him off and 

on , but refuses to get married, saying "marriages only break up in the end. Igt is better this 

way."It doesn't make Theo happy, but he copes with it. Theo has a pretty close circle of friends, 

starting with Swyteck, going to Uncle Cy who took him in when his prostitute mother was 

murdered in an alley, and the only family Theo has . Theo is growing closer with some of Trina's 

extended Hispanic family, and has some customers as friends as well. He can't quite get the 

hang of Spanish; maybe if they slowed down a little. Theo's life story is anything  but pretty.  

     Theo's life takes a turn when a woman in the neighborhood, Ida Mae Washington, a greatly 

respected member of Reverend Abraham Gooden's Parrish, comes to the bar to ask Theo to 

help her son, also wrongly accused and incarcerated in Florida State Penitentiary. Her son David 

Washington didn't do what he was accused of, but he had no alibi because he was actually 

committing another felony at the time when a dead ringer was doing the first crime. The ringer 

was William Jefferson; Washington didn't do it, Jefferson did. Ludicrous, but true. Thing get 

more heated for Theo, who needs a private investigators license and a gun carry permit for 

some of the side investigations he has been doing for Swyteck and now the greater  black 

civilian population in greater Miami. Uncle Cy's night club grow s in popularity , needing more 

staff, and taking much more of Theo's time to oversee. Uncle Cy was never a businessman; he 

was a well known Saxophone player in a famous band, and a former Heroin addict. He was 

great at social contacts and promotion, but lacked confidence in business matters, leaning 

heavily on Theo. Theo never minded, the loved the old man who raised him , and would do 

ANYTHING for  the old guy 



       In researching the history for David Washington, Theo comes back into contact with the 

Grove Lords, who hate him for leaving the Lords and becoming a success and a personality in 

Miami. They also hate the adverse affect his safe zones are having on their criminal enterprises 

of drugs, prostitution, auto theft, robbery etc. In addition to other things that happen to him, 

Theo takes on the case of Ezra Wilson, an aging retired cab driver who is the victim of a real 

estate scam as happens in South Florida from time to time, and establishes a protectorate for 

Romeo Coleman, a bright kid who lived down the street from Cy's Place and spent much of his 

time hanging out on the stoop. Actually Romeo's mom was dying of stage 4 breast cancer, 

metastasized almost everywhere. Romeo was amazingly mature for a junior high school kid. 

Theo wasn't going to let children's services ruin him in foster care the way they do so many 

kids. 

     Every time Theo moves, life becomes more complex. Swyteck says he does it to himself ; 

maybe Jack is right. Maybe he does do it to himself , or maybe that's  what Swyteck got him off 

death row for in the first place. To make a difference. 

 

The LUCKY PUNCH   Synopsis 

 

 

David Morton is a criminal defense attorney, probably the best in the State of Florida. 

He does not represent drug offenders or pedophiles. He only represents high profile cases; 

mafia Don’s, Ponsey schemers, murderers, serial killers RICO cases and similar charges. He 



makes an obscene amount of money, much more than he could ever spend in his lifetime. He 

defends the scum of the earth, and has grown to really hate what he is doing, but he just can’t 

adjust to giving up the cash, the power and the notoriety. He hires bright associates to maintain 

the high profile practice. He also takes on an occasional case of someone who is being really 

screwed by the system and can’t afford a decent defense. He doesn’t do it pro-bono, because 

that would besmirch his reputation. Instead he pads the bills of the scum of the earth to pay for 

the unfortunates. He figures it is only fitting. What goes around comes around. 

Morton hired Mickey Bartok, top of the class from Seton Hall Law in New Jersey., star 

quarterback from Villanova University and cum laude grad. He expects to groom Bartok as a 

primo criminal lawyer. Bartok is really a bright kid, and incredibly tractable. Ada Schloss comes 

to Morton to beg him to take the case for her husband Sidney, who has been arrested for 

manslaughter in the first degree. Sidney is a retired New York corporate accountant, a Jewish 

highly decorated Korean War veteran who suffers from macular degeneration and is legally 

blind. He can’t drive anymore , or go to the supermarket by himself, but he plays a pretty mean 

game of golf with the aid f his buddies. He wallops the hell out of a red specially panted golf 

ball. Sidney got into trouble because he was standing in line at the movie theater in Oakland 

Park when loud mouth Nathan Birnbaum really insulted Ada and refused to apologize. 

Naturally, Sidney punched him and Birnbaum went down in a heap, smacking his worthless 

skull on the curb. Schloss is blind , but not about to be pushed around. Birnbaum died weeks 

later in the hospital, having nothing to do with his subdural hematoma and the politically 

motivated DA Bill Adams decided to make an example of Schloss. Morton detests Adams 



anyway , and considers him to be a horses ass. It just doesn’t get much better than this. Morton 

decides to save Schloss and use the case to thrust Bartok into the limelight. 

Meantime, Maria Quinones comes to David Morton to have him help her husband 

Santiago. Quinones is a small time thief who was never caught, and has no record. He stole a 

Chevy Malibu for a getaway car to rob a botega, but he was stopped in a routine traffic matter. 

When the police opted to search the car, simply because they could, they found five kilos of 

uncut cocaine in the trunk of the stolen car. The Malibu belonged to drug lord Jesus Colon, sl 

did the  5 kilos of cocaine in the trunk, so Santiago was arrested on felony drug distribution 

charges. Colon leased the Chevvy and won’t admit ownership because it puts him up for the 

drug rap. Colon lost two and a half million bucks, and has sworn to kill our boy Santiago. 

Morton doesn’t do drug cases, but Santiago is not a druggie. Morton figures the worst that he 

did was unauthorized use of a motor vehicle. Not theft, because nobody reported or claimed 

the car. 

Morton is ecstatic. He has two cases where the defendant is really deserving of top 

notch representation and he can really make a difference, much like don Quixote and the fair 

Dulcinea. The story develops as Mickey Bartok strives to get Sidney Schloss off with community 

service for a simple assault. Morton bobs and weaves, and gets shot at while sheltering his 

defendant Quinones pending witness protection by the DEA under an alliance with his 

sometimes adversary DEA section chief Abe Rosen. Morton returns fire and nails Colon’s 

amateur assassin. One less gang banger in the world.  Lawyers one, druggies none. Sometimes 

running a criminal defense practice can be fun after all. 



      

The Phantom Strikes synopsis 

Gareth MacLeod was a pretty successful builder and home improvement cotractor in Laredo 

Texas, a historic border town. Gareth was well known and well liked, and everything was going 

along pretty well for him, until it wasn't. First his beloved wife Sarah  of many years contracted 

cancer ,  and by the time anybody knew, she was already end stage and beyond any hope. She 

passed away quickly, and was spared the agony of a debilitating, dwindling capacity 

death.Gareth took it very hard, and slowed down his contracting business. He just didn't have 

the energy to put into it since Sarah's passing. His son Russell < Rusty> did a lot of the work, but 

it hit him hard too, to have his mom gone. Neither Gareth nor Rusty saw much of the sister, 

Gillian who was living to the north in San Antonio. She had small kids and found herself 

struggling. 

     Then things got much worse. One Friday night, Rusty was out on the town with a few friends 

for  some burgers and beers, when a gunfight broke out among a bunch of illegal Mexicans, 

<Guajillos> and Rusty was struck by a stray bullet from the gunfight. A 44 caliber round caught 

him center mass, and while he did not die instantaneously, Rusty was dead on arrival at the 

hospital. The illegals took off over the border and were lost forever. There was a furor in town 

for a while, but it died down, and as much as Gareth tried to keep the pressure up, it kind of 

died away, except for some of Gareth's law enforcement friends, guys like Jimmie Fallon and 

Ricardo Montoya of ICE and Ray Hallowell of the Laredo police. Gareth had coffee with them 

most mornings at the Dunkin Donuts. The incident caused such a stir that even Governor Rick 



Parillo took note, and flew down from time to time in his helicopter. Fred Schaffner , the silver 

fox with the bright white teeth and string tie, did a piece on it every broadcast on the local FOX 

station, but nothing, absolutely nothing , happened. Rusty was dead, and life seemed to go on 

around Gareth. He was incrediobly depressed. 

     One night he got a brainstorm, and decided to assassinate the illegals, preferably the 

coyotes, on the Mexican side of the border. Gareth was a good long distance shooter, the 

secret was to do it on nights when he couldn't be seen hen the moon was low. That was also 

the best time for the invaders to be on the move. Rusty's dun colored Jeep was ideal for getting 

behind the dunes and popping one  or two of them. He decided that after the deed was done, 

he would stop at a phone booth and call the media to let that know that THR PHANTOM killed 

some Mexicans to get even. Maybe it would piss off  Carlito Casagrande, supervisor of Nueva 

County , Mexico , bad enough to actually patrol his side of the border. 

     The phone calls worked like a charm. The media picked up on it, all wanting to know who 

this PHANTOM was to have all the balls to call it in. It was the lead story from Albuquerque to 

New Orleans. Nobody did anything, so when it quieted down Gareth did it again. The same way, 

from a different place. Another furor and nothing happened, so Gareth kept on upping the 

ante. In the interim, he got close with Rita Muldoon, a widowed waitress in the diner The 

shootings across the border were a big topic of conversation , especially at the Dunkin Donuts. 

One night Gareth accidently blew up a trunk load of drugs being transported to a motorcycle 

gang for sale and distribution.. Things got really hot from then on, so Gareth took off for parts 

unknown. When he started this enter45prise, he had his friend and lawyer Jackie O'Connor 



create a new identity for him, and salt away as much money as he could dig up in numbered 

accounts overseas.. Rita suspected that Gareth was behind the vigilante actions, and she 

headed out with him. 

     Gareth took off with his truck , Rusty's jeep , a utility trailer and a trailer for his Bobcat. They 

meandered all over the southwest into the east coast and across the great lakes until they got 

to Billings Montana where Gareth bought a large tract of land and built a small house for 

himself and Rita. He continued to put up small , efficient places one at a time as income 

properties. he gradually wove himself into the fabric of Montana, meeting people, making 

friends, establishing his new identity as Rita re established herself too. Gareth kept in loose 

contact with Jackie O'Connor , the only person in the world who knew where he was.  Client 

confidentiality kept that secret forever. Nobody knew that  Gary McClendon was actually 

Gareth MacLeod except Rita, and Jackie. A hard working couple can almost always integrate 

themselves into a new and distant community. Still , one has to keep looking over his shoulder; 

you never know. The country is full of illegal aliens and drug runners, and there may still be call 

for the Phantom to resurrect himself. 

 

 

 

Synopsis- What about Nancy? 

 



     Zachary Savage, aka Zach, is a fiction writer who lives in Fort Lauderdale, Florida with his wife 

Allison. Like many writers, he is struggling near the bottom of the mid list authors. It isn't as 

easy as  one would think to be a successful writer; it is a very competitive field.  Zach has taken 

to hanging out with his neighbor down the street, Elwood Bronstein, known to his friends as 

Woody, a criminal defense lawyer. Some of Elwood's experiences really interest Zach, and he 

kind of likes the guy, who professes to be the only Jew that was originally from Salt Lake City 

Utah. Surely there must be a few more, but it sounds good. Woody has a sardonic approach to 

life, since as a criminal defense lawyer, if he does not get his client off, he has zero chance of 

getting paid. The long black hair tied off with a thong  and the Harley Davidson only add to 

Woody's image. For a lawyer, Woody is a pretty likeable guy. Woody's wife Nancy is a Mormon, 

and her big ambition in life is to have a bunch of kids and raise a family. Allison is not sold on 

either Woody or on Nancy; she says that they are sufficiently weird as to make everybody else 

in Fort Lauderdale look normal, but she keeps her mouth shut a lot, because Woody is a friend 

to Zach, and Zach does get some decent material from Woody, including  a grouping l short 

stories and a promising manuscript with another in the works. She figures if it is working, leave 

it alone. 

     Woody and Nancy are having domestic difficulties, mostly because no matter what they do , 

Nancy is not getting pregnant, and she is getting obsessive. They have done the fertility studies, 

the treatments, the in vitro and the net result has been nothing at all .Woody swears that being 

Jewish, he dated rarely in Salt Lake, primarily because he was shunned my the populace, and 

that he loved Nancy from the instant that he saw her. She was prom queen and runner up for 

Miss Utah and he was forever smitten. As the situation became more tenuous, Nancy took to 



violent mood swings. with huge shouting matches. Nancy took to throwing things at Woody, 

and hitting him, which he confided to Zach. It was so boisterous that the neighbors started 

calling the cops, a professional problem for Woody. He started locking himself in the garage, 

sleeping on an old sofa and using the toilet in the laundry room. The house got really beat up 

inside, as if squatters had moved in. Convinced that Woody was the pregnancy problem, Nancy 

started sleeping around with various unsavory types. Woody would disappear for a few nights 

at a time, sometimes sleeping in empty houses that he was handling the closings on under sub 

contracts. 

     Things progressed from bad to worse, until one night Nancy wound up beaten and 

abandoned on the front lawn, in pretty bad shape, The neighbors called the police, but Zach got 

there first, talked to the police who were immediately interested in Woody as suspect number 

only, and the fire/rescue rig took Nancy to the hospital. The police dug up Woody and 

interrogated him. Mary Cavanaugh , assistant District Attorney , was convinced that Woody was 

the bad guy, alibi or not. Woody knew David Morton, the best criminal defense lawyer in South 

Florida, if not the entire State .Morton was a high profile type with all the right images to go 

along with his basso profundo voice and athlete's body, and he wanted to take on Woody's 

case because of all the exposure that it would bring to the form. It was not quite as good as OJ, 

but not bad in the overall. His fee was secondary, call it professional courtesy. It helped that 

arraignment judge Aaron Abramowitz hated Woody with a passion, and was not in love with 

David Morton either.  Mary Cavanaugh didn't have much use for Dave Morton either. 



     One night there was a big disruption in the neighborhood, and Nancy wound up floating in 

the pool. Stanley Muchalski, an enormous bear of a cop, was the one that responded to many 

calls there, including the pool incident. Muchalski found her floating face down, jumped in, 

pulled her out to find her non responsive. He started CPR until the bus arrived to take her to the 

hospital. Muchalski was instrumental in having her taken to the best trauma center, not the 

nearest hospital. Nancy was resuscitated, but was comatose. She remained as such for a long 

time, and Woody finally had to have her weaned from life support, and she passed away 

without regaining consciousness. Muchalski kept an eye on Nancy all the time, as if he was her 

guardian and savior.The district attorney's office was after Woody immediately, resulting in a 

long , drawn out case against the husband. Zach had been on the details every step of the way, 

He sat for the pre trial motions, all the hearings for the trial, much to Allison's dismay. Zach 

became very close with the defense team, from the junior attorneys to the receptionist in the 

office. The only saving grace was that maybe Zach would get a block buster of a book out of this 

high profile case, regardless of what happened to Woody. After a protracted court battle in a 

high profile case, Woody finally was found not guilty , but it destroyed him as a criminal 

defense lawyer, left him broke and disreputable. A lot of South Florida residents thought that 

he did it , regardless of what the court says. 

      Years later, Zach and Allison saw Woody in Newport , Rhode Island. He had a woman with 

him who was the mirror image of Nancy. Strange how things work out. 

   

 



 


